Bespoke Unit's Guide To The Jodhpur Boot

Bespoke Unit's Key Jodhpur Boot Facts

- An equestrian-inspired boot, these were worn for riding when the jodhpur pant was invented around 1890
- Nowadays is considered a dress boot that can be worn with denim, odd jackets & trousers, and suits

What Makes It A Jodhpur Boot?

- A jodhpur boot is an ankle-height dress boot with a strap-and-buckle system encircling the boot shaft/ankle

Jodhpur Boot Style Guide

Below is our "formality slider" for the jodhpur boot and its casual and formal variations

ARCHETYPICAL: BLACK/BROWN/BURGUNDY CALFSKIN JODHPUR BOOT

Casual ← SUEDE JODHPUR BOOT → Formal

Outfits

= YES  = Maybe  = NO

- Jodhpur boots can be worn during colder months but don't make sense when it's warm outside
- They look great with dark denim and odd jackets & trousers, and can be paired with suits in less conservative contexts

Aesthetically Similar Shoes: Chelsea, chukka
Classic Quality Makers: Sanders & Sanders (UK), J. Fitzpatrick (UK), Crockett & Jones (UK)

Typical Quality Makers' Price Ranges: Low: $350 | Mid $500 | High $1000+

To Read More About The Jodhpur Boots Please Go To: BespokeUnit.com/Shoes/Styles/Jodhpur-Boot/
Learn About Seasonality, History, How To Wear, Classic & Contemporary Styling, and The Best & Traditional Makers
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